
THE OBJECTIVE

Our objective is to provide a volunteerism

experience that brings cities together for one

community cause . We look to give groups ,

organizations , and businesses the opportunity 

to collectively complete assignments and task . 

We 're excited that you have interest in

dedicating your time to volunteer with our

project . A passion to help others and be the

change you wish to see in your community .

Starts here !

We 're on a mission to offer each of our

volunteers the opportunity to be apart of our

"Core Cargo Team" these volunteers who really

wish to get in the trenches of our work . Helping

tackling day-to-day tasks that takes our project

to the next level .

Our goal is to have productive volunteers in

every city which we place our free mobile

hygiene closets . Great local volunteers lead to

successful schools and communities being

served .

 



OUR POSIT IONS

School Coordinator

Our School Coordinators are in charge of building

working relations with local title one schools

that could utilize the service of the project .

making contact and building a connection with

administration and educators .

School Managers

Our school managers are responsible for making

sure our mobile hygiene closests are fulfilling our

purpose and providing service in the community .

This position is responsible for managing our

(trashcans) and direct communication with school

liaison or administrator . Responsible for contact

forms and data from students .

Community Liaison

Our Community Liaison responsibility is to build

a resourceful relationship with community

advocates and businesses and organizations .

finding the needs of the community in the radius

of a town , city , or county . they also locate the best

destination and find business owners that will be

more reluctant to participate with the clean cargo

project . 

Family Connector

Our family connector find different families that

utilize the clean cargo project on a daily basis .

Reaches out and learn their story . Ask that family

to share their story to our audience . We wish to be

transparent in our service . Letting families share

how or impact has helped .

l



OUR POSIT IONS

Volunteer Director

This positions is our glue to keep all of our

volunteers consisted and busy . There 's always

things to be done . Our Directors job are to recruit

and connect with the community as they wish to

serve . Being knowledgeable of all duties and needs .

Assigning individuals as needed to successfully

complete projects and task .

Greek Liaison

This position is to introduce "Greek Life" in your city

to Clean Cargo Project . Connecting presidents ,

chapters , and members to learn how they could

make CCP apart of their service or fundraising

goals . (We prefer that you are apart of a sorority of

eternity for this position).

Intern Manager

This position is to help manage all interns as they

wish to successfully complete our eventful

internship . You would be in charge of managing all

interns in your cities or apart of the management

team . You will be responsible for making sure all

intern task are completed in timely manner .

Responsibilities also include recruiting and the

interviewing process for potential candidates .

Making sure we run a structured , purposeful ,

enriching experience .



OUR POSIT IONS

Cargo Runner

This position is for those who just wish to get in the

trenches and become a part of our daily activities .

Normally our runners are traveling to different

locations to manage our hygiene drives or transport

as needed . Teaming up with other volunteer

members and helping complete task as needed .

County Coordinator

Do you know all about your Country . Great with

landmarks , know about the schools . Enjoy speaking

with civilians and business owners? Familiar with

the "who 's who" and "mover and shakers"? If your

answer is yes or you have the time to commit to

learning . We look for you to be one of our "Country

Coordinators". This position is also helping assist all

other volunteer positions throughout to complete

their task and goals . Working together to

successfully fulfill goals . You are the go to and

liaison for connecting the dots for Clean Cargo

Project and your country .



ALL SET!

Future Volunteer ,

Now that you have seen our volunteer positions ,

please let us know which position grasp your

interest .

Simply click SIGN UP if you 're on our website . Well

send you details about the position you choose and

schedule a interview to go over task . We 're excited

about you joining our team . We look forward to

meeting you soon !


